Blackboard Design 9

Question Pools

Question Pools in Blackboard Design 9 are sets of questions that can be added to a Test or Survey. They work much the same way as ‘Categories’ did in Blackboard CE 8. Pools are useful for storing questions and reusing them in multiple tests or surveys.

How to Create a Pool:

1) From the Course Management section click ‘Course Tools.’

2) Select ‘Tests, Surveys, and Pools.’
3) From Tests, Surveys, and Pools select the ‘Pools’ option.

4) From Pools select ‘Build Pool’ option.

5) At Pool Information insert Name, Description, and Instructions for particular Pool.
6) After creating a Pool adding, finding, uploading, or creating questions to fill the Pool is the next step.

7) Creating questions is similar to Blackboard CE 8, however, there are more question types to choose from.
8) After Creating a New Test the user can 'Reuse Questions' to add a Pool (or particular questions) into a newly created Test.